
 

 

 

A Declaration 

(House of Commons and House of Lords) 

by 

“The right to revolution – whenever the Legislators endeavour to take away, and destroy the 
 Property of the People……they put themselves into a state of war with the People …… by this 

 breach of Trust they forfeit the Power, the People had put into their hands, for quite contrary ends, 
 and it devolves to the People, who have a Right to resume the original Liberty”  

(Locke, Two Treaties of Government) 

  

 WE, the undersigned Sovereign People of the United Kingdom do declare that:- 

 

1.  The Electorate of the United Kingdom is Sovereign. 

2.  The Electorate delegate to the Crown and Parliament, sovereign powers at dates of elections, to enable 
      them to administer the affairs of the state, internally. 

3.  Pursuant to the doctrine of the “Separation of Powers”, the so-called sovereignty of Parliament is  
     limited to enacting legislation and holding the Government to account on behalf of the electorate. 
  “The separation of powers is the idea that government consists of three functions or branches (legislative,     
   executive and judicial) and that liberty is best protected where the three branches are kept institutionally     
    separate from each other” (Public Law).  
 
4.  “The balance of advantage between Parliament and Government is so weighted in favour of Government 
     that it is inimical to the proper working of our parliamentary democracy.” (Bradley, Ewing (2007). p. 88.) 

5.  Parliament is only sovereign in the sense that it is the only institution in the Constitution with the power 
   to enact laws.  The real Sovereignty resides with the Electorate.  Parliament is only chosen by the  
     Electorate, and agrees ‘to represent their constituents’.  Rules of Conduct for M.Ps.  Schedule V point 11    
     “members shall base their conduct on a consideration of the public interest, avoid conflict between  
      personal interest and the public interest and resolve any conflict between the two, at once, and in  
     favour of the public interest.”  The Courts interpret the laws and the Executive governs the day to day 
 running of the country.  This is called the Separation of Powers. 

6. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights Article 21 (3) “The will of the people shall be the basis 
 of the authority of government”. 

 7.  In this connection, Parliament’s only way of enforcing its power is to win a vote of no confidence. If the       
                   Executive loses this, then the recourse is a General Election which brings us back to the Sovereignty of the   
                   Electorate. 
                   In any event, as matters stand at present, such limited Sovereignty of Parliament has been severely 
                   diminished by the fact that it has over several years handed over a significant part of its law making powers 
                   to a foreign entity, namely the EU.” 

 

 



 

 

  
WHEREAS: 

1.   A Referendum took place on 24th June, 2016.  The only question was to Remain or Leave. 
 
2.   The majority of the Sovereign People chose to LEAVE the EU. 
 
3.   In February, 2017 Parliament voted overwhelmingly, 498 to 114, to invoke Article 50, which formally 
      begins the withdrawal from the European Union. 
      Article 50 clearly states ‘…shall cease to be a member of the EU  
      (a) when any such withdrawal agreement shall have come into force or 
   (b) 2 years from the date of the notification whichever shall first occur. ‘     
 
4.   A General Election was held on 8th June, 2017, the majority of the Sovereign People chose the Conservative  
      Party as the duly elected Government and to serve the Sovereign People.  It was their manifesto pledge 
      to follow through with the 2016 Referendum result and leave the European Union. 

5. Many Members of Parliament continue to go against the will of the people and thwart our democratic  
process by forcing the elected Government to be unable to leave the European Union without a trade deal. 

6. A trade deal and leaving the European Union are two different issues.  We gave our consent to Leave 
the European Union by Referendum in 2016 and not to be held to ransom by a trade deal.  Article 50 
clearly stipulates, under point (b) above, ‘or 2 years from the date of the notification, whichever shall  
first occur’.  Any further extension is therefore irrelevant and unconstitutional to our democratic right  
and the referendum result. 

7. Over 1.2 million people signed a Petition which was delivered to Mrs May direct at No 10, yet the contents  
of which was ignored both by the then Government, Parliament and the media.  

PRINCIPLES: 

1. As stated in Government documentation “While the Supreme Court’s judgment in R(Miller) v The Secretary 
of State for Exiting the European Union raised questions about the interaction between the treaty-making 
prerogative and statute law in the context of EU withdrawal, the Government confirmed, and many of our 
witnesses agreed, that the principle that treaty-making is undertaken by the Government under 
prerogative power remains unchanged.”  “We recognise that treaty-making—specifically the negotiation  
and signature of treaties—is a function of the Government, exercised through the Royal Prerogative.” 
 
By the same token, therefore, termination of any treaty is for the Government, elected by the Sovereign  
People and not for Parliament alone. 

2. The Vienna Convention of the Law of Treaties defines a treaty as ‘an international agreement’ and  
governed by international law.  International law states “The Universal Declaration of Human Rights  
Article 21 (3) “The will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government”. The fact that  
Government and Parliament acted pursuant to Article 50, by invoking the process, does not relieve 
them from the responsibility under international law that the will of the people was to leave the EU entirely.  
International law is binding.  

3. The 2016 EU Referendum took place whilst the U.K. still remains under EU Law.  Accordingly, the ‘Code 
of Good Practice in Referendums’ to which the U.K. is a signatory, and adopted in 2006, specifically 
states “Parliament must not abuse their position”.  Chapter 5 point 4.1 ‘the authorities must respect the 
people’s decision”. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

4. The Conservative Manifesto upon which the Government was elected by the Sovereign People states 
“And it is time for the British people – not politicians – to have their say.” and again by the then Foreign  
Secretary in the House of Commons on the Referendum debate “the decision about our membership  
should be taken by the British people, not by Whitehall bureaucrats, certainly not by Brussels Eurocrats;  

not even by Government Ministers or parliamentarians in this Chamber.”  

 5. It is obvious therefore, that the call to the people was designed to bypass Parliament and by the Executive 
doing so, the people “have the right to accurate establishment of the result by the body responsible for 
organising the referendum” (Venice Commission Voting Procedure 3.2 b iii).  It is not for Parliament to deter  
or change the course of the result. 

 CONCLUSION 

  1. The result of the 2016 Referendum was to Leave the European Union – leave in its entirety.   

  2. There was no mention that leaving the E.U. would be dependent upon a trade deal having been  
         negotiated.  
 
3. Many members of Parliament refuse to endorse the result of the People’s decision.  They continue to  
         thwart our democratic right, both illegally and unconstitutionally.  
  It has now been claimed that some members of Parliament intend to form a cross-party group in order       
         that they may be able to serve as a ‘caretaker government’ or at the worse, the Labour Party, with      
         support of SNP, and the Liberal Party, will pass a motion of no confidence in the current Prime Minister   
         and take over power. 

           This is undemocratic and no more than a threat of a ‘coup’. 

    4. Her Majesty, the Queen has to invite any prospective leader and ask him/her to form a Government and 
         lead.  If the Labour Party insist on their fake news of ‘sending Mr. Corbyn in a taxi to Buckingham   
         Palace’ then the Sovereign People will request that this is NOT accepted by her subjects, is illegal and 
         undemocratic.  Her Majesty, The Queen, still has the power ‘to appoint and dismiss a Prime Minister’. 

 5. Many businesses are suffering, and this is not because of the result of the referendum, but uncertainty 
         due to delays caused by Parliamentary behaviour, inadequacies, incompetence and neglect.  Most  
         people, regardless of how they voted, just wish for democracy to be served and the result carried out 
         in full.  The Sovereign People, as well as businesses, just wish to get on with their lives. 
 
Enough is Enough! Since being taken into the European Union, our sovereignty has been 
transferred surreptitiously little by little to the European Union and our Consent is now being thwarted and 
ignored, as we endeavour to leave. 

       Any further attempts to revoke Article 50, to agree any extension or call another referendum or relinquish  
that result, we fear could cause an outcome of many, many people taking to the streets to demonstrate. 

  Let it be known therefore, to those that continue to perpetuate with any more distractions, tactics or 
attempts to thwart the democratic result of the Sovereign People, in the words of Cromwell “it is high time  
for me to put an end to your sitting in this place, which you have dishonoured by your contempt of all virtue, 
and defiled by your practice of every vice…. Ye are grown intolerably odious to the whole nation. You were 
deputed here by the people to get grievances redressed, are yourselves become the greatest grievance.” 

“I command ye therefore, upon the peril of your lives, to depart immediately out of this place.   
Go, get you out!  Make haste! Ye venal slaves be gone! So! Take away that shining bauble there, 
and lock up the doors.  In the name of God, go!” 

 

 


